Technical Note

Transit-time Ultrasound & Pen-tip Doppler Technologies in Cerebrovascular Surgery

Transit-time Ultrasound

Transit-time Ultrasound directly measures Volume Flow in mL/min or L/min.

Transit-time ultrasound technology looks THROUGH a cross section of a tube or vessel and measures the AVERAGE DISPLACEMENT or phase shift of the fluid in the vessel.

Volume Flow = Time Average Displacement

Doppler Ultrasound

Doppler ultrasound looks INSIDE a tube or vessel to measure only the relative AVERAGE SPEED or velocity of the fluid passing through the tube or vessel. Doppler measures velocity in direction and intensity.

A pen-tip Doppler probe “looks” at the flow velocity under the angle between the pen-tip and the vessel. If this angle changes from 45º to 60º, the relative flow velocity drops 30% from 71% of true forward flow velocity to 50%. To make a reasonable measurement, the angle of the pen-tip Doppler probe with the vessel would have to be controlled.

An ultrasound beam fully and evenly illuminates the entire lumen of the blood vessel. The transit time of the wide beam then becomes a function of the volume flow intersecting the beam, independent of vessel dimensions.

Because the transit times of the ultrasound waves are measured at all points across the tube or vessel’s cross section with wide-beam illumination, transit-time ultrasound volume flow measurements are independent of the shape of the cross section in which blood flows.
When is Transit-time Ultrasound Valuable in Cerebrovascular Surgery?

Dr. Fady Charbel’s Flow-Assisted Surgical Technique (F.A.S.T) protocols rely on transit-time ultrasound’s direct measurements of volume flow in mL/min to verify flow preservation or flow augmentation during cerebrovascular surgery.

Transit-time ultrasound flow measurements:

- Inform surgical decisions by helping the surgeon achieve optimal clip placement to completely isolate an aneurysm, AVM or dural fistula while confirming that flow is preserved in parent vessels and distal branches;
- Provide immediate assessment of residual and collateral flow reserve during temporary clipping;
- Confirm that a flow preservation or flow augmentation bypass is working before the patient leaves the OR, or by alerting the surgeon to dangerous, flow-limiting conditions.

Can’t a pen-tip Doppler also assess flow preservation?

A pen-tip Doppler probe measures directional intensity, not flow. When a pen-tip Doppler is placed against the wall of an exposed vessel during surgery, it registers how fast particles are moving, not how much blood is moving as do Transonic’s transit-time ultrasound Flowprobes.

**Doppler Reliability**

Doppler readings are unreliable because high velocities can occur despite low flows. Doppler measurements cannot distinguish between normal diameter flows and flows at a Grade IV stenosis (see figure on next page).

Transit-time ultrasound Flowprobes will identify Grade V (occlusive or near-occlusive) stenoses, and residual flow within an aneurysm if clip placement is incomplete. Moreover, pen-tip Doppler, with its subjective swoosh-swoosh sound representation of flow velocity, does not quantify flow reliably so it is impossible to compare absolute pre- and post-clip flow values to determine if flow has been compromised.

When is a pen-tip Doppler of value during surgery?

The pen-tip Doppler does has value in certain surgical protocols. For instance: if a surgeon does not clip an aneurysm completely, and the bulb of the aneurysm is still receiving arterial flow, blood will still be swirling within the bulb and a pen-tip Doppler will reveal this swirling blood. For other Transonic flow-assisted surgical protocols, the surgeon needs to measure an accurate rate of flow (mL/min). Pen-tip Dopplers cannot do this.

**Scanning Across the Length of a Vessel**

Flow velocity has little value in identifying a stenosis unless one can use a pen-tip Doppler to scan flow velocity across a length of the vessel. If the Doppler probe is held at one site where there is low flow velocity, it can be indicating that the probe is not being held above a flow constriction. If the probe is moved further along the vessel where the flow velocity is high, it can be indicating that there must be a narrowing of the vessel or stenosis at that point. In this way a pen-tip Doppler probe can be useful in locating the site of a stenosis.
The above graph demonstrates that volume flow through a vessel (red line) as measured by Transonic transit-time ultrasound will begin to gradually decline at about 75% occlusion, but flow velocity (blue line) as measured with a pen-tip Doppler will spike before a steep drop during Grade IV and Grade V stenoses. Therefore, a 100 cm/sec flow velocity can be indicated either by a 50% Grade I mild [A] stenosis or by a 95% Grade V very serious [B] stenosis. Thus, one cannot tell from a Doppler velocity reading whether flow in the conduit is good or very bad.

Adapted from Spencer P, Reid, JM, “Quantification of Carotid Stenosis with Continuous-Wave (C-W) Doppler Ultrasound,” Stroke 1979; 10(3) 326-330.

Transit-time Ultrasound Measurements Provide Quantitative Data, — Not Subjective (Qualitative) Clinical Impressions

Measurement of flow with transit-time ultrasound technology offers the surgeon immediate real-time feedback on the patency of a conduit. From this number, the surgeon can base his or her physiological assessment to determine if a surgical objective has been reached.

No longer does a surgeon have to rely solely on his or her clinical impressions in order to make surgical decisions. Having an actual quantitative number to substantiate clinical impressions adds immeasurably to a surgeon’s armamentarium during surgical decision making.
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Transonic Systems Inc. is a global manufacturer of innovative biomedical measurement equipment. Founded in 1983, Transonic sells “gold standard” transit-time ultrasound flowmeters and monitors for surgical, hemodialysis, pediatric critical care, perfusion, interventional radiology and research applications. In addition, Transonic provides pressure and pressure volume systems, laser Doppler flowmeters and telemetry systems.